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Hugo Williams's new collection summons the poet's past selves in order of appearance, as in an
autobiography, showing in poems as clear as rock pools that the plain truth is only as plain as the props and
make-up needed to stage it.

Childhood and school time offer up the amateur theatricals of themselves, in poems of vertiginous retrospect;
other poems itemize the professional selves of the poet's actor-father Hugh Williams (by now as familiar and
frequently depicted as Cezanne's mountain), while the narrator - 'waiting to step into my father's shoes as
myself' - teases out the paradoxes of identity and inheritance

After this searching portraiture of the poet's parents, the chronology opens onto the broad secular
thoroughfares of adulthood, including a limpid arrangement of pillow poems which tell the same erotic
bedtime story in twelve different ways. Other poems strike out decisively along roads not taken: meticulous
misremembering, sinister and fecklessly unfinished narratives about the parallel lives of desire, re-enacting
lost futures and accommodating the irrepressible past as it keeps bouncing back onstage.

In these fastidious and sardonic investigations of the fault-line between voice and projection, we admire once
more the droll fearlessness, the art of candour as practised by Hugo Williams in this, his tenth collection of
poems.
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From reader reviews:

Shawn Farr:

Precisely why? Because this West End Final is an unordinary book that the inside of the book waiting for
you to snap the idea but latter it will shock you with the secret it inside. Reading this book close to it was
fantastic author who all write the book in such awesome way makes the content inside easier to understand,
entertaining method but still convey the meaning completely. So , it is good for you because of not hesitating
having this any longer or you going to regret it. This unique book will give you a lot of advantages than the
other book include such as help improving your ability and your critical thinking approach. So , still want to
hesitate having that book? If I ended up you I will go to the reserve store hurriedly.

Jackie Lafond:

The book untitled West End Final contain a lot of information on that. The writer explains the girl idea with
easy method. The language is very easy to understand all the people, so do not worry, you can easy to read
the idea. The book was compiled by famous author. The author brings you in the new period of literary
works. It is possible to read this book because you can continue reading your smart phone, or program, so
you can read the book with anywhere and anytime. In a situation you wish to purchase the e-book, you can
available their official web-site as well as order it. Have a nice go through.

Gina Dana:

Many people spending their moment by playing outside with friends, fun activity using family or just
watching TV all day long. You can have new activity to enjoy your whole day by examining a book. Ugh, do
you think reading a book can really hard because you have to accept the book everywhere? It all right you
can have the e-book, bringing everywhere you want in your Touch screen phone. Like West End Final which
is having the e-book version. So , why not try out this book? Let's notice.

Allen Schlemmer:

In this era which is the greater man or woman or who has ability in doing something more are more valuable
than other. Do you want to become one of it? It is just simple approach to have that. What you need to do is
just spending your time not much but quite enough to enjoy a look at some books. One of the books in the
top list in your reading list is actually West End Final. This book that is certainly qualified as The Hungry
Hillsides can get you closer in getting precious person. By looking right up and review this guide you can get
many advantages.
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